Year: 5
Weekly Homework:
Topic: Ancient Greece
Literacy &
Communication
(Speaking and listening,
language and literacy)

Maths & Problem
Solving
(Maths, thinking skills,
Logic, Problem solving)
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Autumn Term 2

Reading 20 minutes every night
Times table grids

Spelling : practise the high frequency words

Write instructions for a

Learning Opportunities
Design a ‘top trump’ card Imagine you are a newspaper

new Olympic sport which

featuring one of the

reporter. Write a report

will be included in the

Greek Gods.

covering an Olympic event of

next Olympic games.

Topic: General

your choice.

Design a board game

Research the hottest and

From this weeks’ shopping

based on the Greek

coldest temperature in

till receipt, write the first

Gods.

the UK from 2017-2018.

15 amounts in order from

Calculate the difference

smallest to largest.

Turn a myth into a cartoon,
for example, Theseus and
the Minotaur. Use lots of
speech bubbles.

If I know that 6x8 is 48.
What else do I know?
Impress me with six facts.

between the two
temperatures.
Science and the
Outside environment
(Science, PE, Healthy
lifestyles, Eco issues
and investigation)

Design a poster

Design a parachute for a

explaining the water

soft toy explaining which

cycle.

forces are at work for a

Humanities and
Citizenship
(RE, History,
Geography, Moral &
Social and Economic
Awareness)

Design and make the

Create a Word document

Olympic torch using your

displaying a list of rules

choice of materials.

for your household.

soft landing.

Go on a day trip. Keep a note
of when you started your
journey and what time you
arrived. Calculate how long
the journey lasted. Calculate
this in hours and minutes.
How many minutes is this?
If you had been delayed in a
traffic jam for 45 minutes,
how long would your journey
have been?
When you go shopping,
estimate how much the total
bill will be. How accurate
was your estimate?
Write the details in your
homework book.
Find the difference between
the estimate and the final
bill.

Write a diary extract
from the view- point of
a family member in
Ancient Greece.
Describe your daily life,
with personal feelings.
Write 5 addition or
subtraction word
problems for your
friends to solve. Make
sure you know the
answers!

Research and create a
poster about Isaac
Newton’s life and findings.

Research and cook a
Greek dish. Write the
ingredients and method.
Take a photograph of
you sharing the finished
dish with your family or
friends.

What would you like to do
as a job when you grow up?
What skills and qualities
will you need to do this job?
What could you do now to
help you towards your goal?

If you could invite any
author to visit the
school, who would you
choose? Write a letter
to the author inviting
them to our school?

Year: 5
Creative Arts
(Art, Design &
technology, Music,
Drama & Dance)
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Make a powerpoint about

Draw a mind map with a

Research a Christian charity

either Athens or Sparta

picture of you at the

which helps children.

to promote their

centre. Write words or

achievements and show

sentences which express

why they are the best.

who you are and what is
important to you.

Create a poster.

Topic: General

On a piece of paper folded
in half, draw a religious
Christmas scene on one side
and a secular (non religious)
Christmas picture on the
other.

Make a
Spartan helmet or
design a shield.

